
   
 
Above: Architects Gramazie and Kohler of the ETH in Zurich have developed a brick staking robot arm for 
use in a factory and on track-based platforms. Their brick staking quad-copter carrying Styrofoam blocks is 
shown far right. The first two systems are expensive, hard to transport and cannot walk up stairs. The third 
quickly runs into power to weight problems when carrying real masonry units.  
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per·i·pa·tet·ic (p r -p -t t k). adj. Walking about or from place to place; traveling on foot. 
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This studio will explore the implications of emerging technologies on the art of masonry 
construction by considering recent developments in the field of robotic fabrication. Starting with 
the work of Gramazie and Kohler and their research on brick stacking robot arms we will attempt 
to re-imagine architecture by exploring leg-based, situaltionally aware systems. This move out of 
the factory and into the real world will depend on a new understanding of how intelligent 
machines can function alongside humans to perform challenging tasks on messy, uneven terrain, 
and inside unfinished building interiors. We will focus specifically on how these new tools can 
transform the art of building by designing 1:1 details imagined as part of a new brick and glass 
block art gallery located in Delaware Park, Buffalo. Independent design projects will be pursued 
along with group work focused on the creation of full-scale mock walls and a functional, leg-based 
masonry robot. 
 
Prerequisites: Rhino and AutoCAD (Students are also encouraged to take part in the CO-
ROBOTICS seminar linked to this studio.)  
 
 

                   

 

Above: AMP3 is a stand-alone design and production software written by architects for the building 
industry. The program exports complex block-stacking commands as digital audio files to a mason’s smart 
phone. Standard music players can be used to guide work in the field. Existing brick stacking robots are 
expensive and difficult to transport. Improving the efficiency and formal potential of existing construction 
practices saves jobs and enhances human skill. AMP3 makes complex work easy to build with a low cost 
system. A quadruped swarm assembler while more expensive than an iPhone app would be more 
maneuverable and far cheaper to own than a large-scale robot arm on tracks. It would also relieve the  


